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Abstract (300 word limit)

Linking governance structure and sustainability has been a key research issue in mainstream literatures on corporate governance and operations management. This paper contributes to our understanding of whether corporate internationalization level can improve the impact of their governance structure on sustainable operations in the broad context that internationalization strategies may lead to more climate-friendly actions. Chinese manufacturing firms are analyzed because of their significant impact on global climate change and their distinctive governance structure. Specifically, we examine effects of corporate governance structure from perspectives of major shareholders’ decision-making authority (ownership concentration), intensity of internal supervision (size of independent directors), and state-holding (proportion of state-owned shares) through 2775 firm-year observations. Integrating the OLS regression, Fixed Effect test, and Random Effect test, the change of sustainable operations can be robustly explained by a series of explanatory variables. Our findings suggest that the internationalization level of Chinese manufacturers is still low. Stronger state-holding can significantly improve sustainable operations, and internationalization level can motivate major shareholders to focus more on sustainable operations. Further, a higher level of internationalization, when it exceeds the sample average, can also significantly motivate major shareholders to focus on sustainable operations, but a lower level of internationalization has not motivated any indicator related to governance structure to produce positive effects. Additionally, the size of independent directors has not been able to improve sustainable operations. These empirical results enlighten that indicators related to board of directors’ decision-making usually more directly affect internal sustainable behaviors, which indicates that manufacturers with a centralized governance structure are more likely to develop sustainable operations in China. Moreover, international expansion provides an attemptable path that helps link corporate governance and sustainable operations.
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